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To say that Cisco Systems Inc. has a few products is like saying McDonalds  sells a few hamburgers. Since 1984, Cisco has improved their original routers,  enhancing features both in hardware and operating system software, mounting  success upon success. Most of the "big iron" (that’s industry-speak for large  expensive pieces of equipment) Cisco sells will only seen by a few highly  trained network engineers. Folks who are full-time, part-time, and accidental  network administrators will most likely only see only Cisco’s smaller  offerings.

These smaller products have become commodities since the advent of the  Internet (it’s that World Wide Web thing, and if you don’t know about it by now,  I’m certainly not going to let you in on the secret). Routers used to be  specialty items, seldom seen, and only sold as part of communications packages  by network design and troubleshooting companies, or large telephone companies.  Now every mom and pop ISP (Internet Service Provider), two-bit consultant, and  mail order catalog has routers, hubs, cabling, and other hard core data  communications gear available. All you need is a credit card, and a Cisco router  can be at your door in a few short hours, sooner if you’re in a major  metropolitan area.

We will focus on a small cross section of Cisco routers, primarily, those  available as commodity products and the series just above them. This will  provide a broad overview of what products are available and suggest how to use  them. Most of the commodity routers come in fixed configurations, although each  router series will have several variants available. The newer and higher end  routers are available in modular configurations. These tend to be more expensive  though extremely flexible and much harder to configure. Additionally, you will  need to understand what external, non-Cisco products are required to make them  talk to phone company networks and what highly specialized cables are necessary.  
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Innovations in Intelligent Machines -2: Intelligent Paradigms and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	This research volume is a continuation of our previous volume on intelligent
	machines. We have laid the foundation of intelligent machines in SCI Series
	Volume 70 by including the possible and successful applications of computational
	intelligence paradigms in machines for mimicking the human behaviour.


	The present volume...
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Recent Advances in Computer Science and Information Engineering: Volume 2 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2012

	
		CSIE 2011 is an international scientific Congress for distinguished scholars engaged in scientific, engineering and technological research, dedicated to build a platform for exploring and discussing the future of Computer Science and Information Engineering with existing and potential application scenarios. The congress has been held...
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ITIL V3 Release, Control and Validation (RCV) Full Certification Online Learning and Study Book CourseEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
Who Knew ITIL Certification E-Learning This Quick and Easy Could Make You Look This Good.

'The Art of Service has dramatically changed the way we deliver employee training. We can now deliver more training at less cost to a wider audience in a shorter period of time.'

On-demand eLearning: Don't pay over $ 3,000.00 for a 5 day...
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JavaServer Pages Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2001
The JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) specification is built on top of
the Java™ servlet specification and is intended to provide for
better separation of the presentation (e.g., HTML markup)
and business logic (e.g., database operations) parts of web
applications. JSP is supported by all major web and application...
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Bio-MEMS: Technologies and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are evolving into highly integrated technologies for a variety of application areas. Add the biological dimension to the mix and a host of new problems and issues arise that require a broad understanding of aspects from basic, materials, and medical sciences in addition to engineering. Collecting the efforts of...
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XPath Kick Start : Navigating XML with XPath 1.0 and 2.0Que, 2003
 XPath Kick Start provides the fastest path to productivity with XPath, and is fully up to date with the most recent XPath specification. Award-winning author Steven Holzner speeds through the basics so you'll be an XPath expert in no time. You'll master the XPath syntax and data model and understand the features of XPath 2.0, including new...
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